Outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 has been declared a pandemic, which is a serious threat to human health. The disease was named coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Until now, several vaccines and a few drugs have been approved for the prevention and treatment for COVID-19. Recently, the effect of some macrolides including clarithromycin (CAM) on COVID-19 has attracted attention. CAM is known to have diverse effects including immunomodulatory and immunosuppressive effects, autophagy inhibition, steroid sparing effect, reversibility of drug resistance, antineoplastic effect, antiviral effect as well as bacteriostatic/bactericidal effect. Many patients with COVID-19 died due to an overwhelming response of their own immune system characterized by the uncontrolled release of circulating inflammatory cytokines (cytokine release syndrome [CRS]). This CRS plays a major role in progressing pneumonia to acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in COVID-19 patients. It is noteworthy that CAM can suppress inflammatory cytokines responsible for CRS and also has anti-SARS-CoV-2 effect. Considering the rapidly progressive global disease burden of COVID-19, the application of CAM for treating COVID-19 needs to be urgently evaluated. Recently, an open-labeled non-randomized trial using CAM for treating COVID-19 (ACHEIVE) was initiated in Greece in May, 2020. Its results, though preprint, indicated that CAM treatment of patients with moderate COVID-19 was associated with early clinical improvement and containment of viral load. Thus, treatment with CAM as a single agent or combined with other anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs should be tried for treating COVID-19. In this article, we discussed the significance and usefulness of CAM in treating COVID-19.
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mortality in patients who did not require oxygen and mechanical ventilation (RECOVERY Collaborative Group, 2021b). Baricitinib, an anti-inflammatory drug used for treating rheumatism, that acts as JAK1/JAK2 inhibitor has also been approved in May 2021, for use in COVID-19 patients on condition that it be used together with Remdesivir (FDA, 2020b; Eli Lilly Company, 2020).

Macrolides are bacteriostatic antibiotics having a broad spectrum of activity against many gram-positive and atypical bacterial species that cause respiratory tract infections. Erythromycin (EM, 14-membered macrolide antibiotic) is the first macrolide proven clinically to have efficacy in the treatment of rhinovirus and influenza virus. Thereafter, azithromycin (AZM, 15-membered macrolide antibiotic) and clarithromycin (CAM, 14-membered macrolide antibiotic) were also found to be effective against rhinovirus, respiratory syncytial virus, and influenza virus (Min & Jang, 2012). Besides the aforementioned respiratory tract viruses, Ebola and Zika virus replication have been reported to be suppressed by AZM (Madrid et al., 2015; Bosseboeuf et al., 2018). SARS-CoV-2 is a single-stranded RNA virus like that of Zika and Ebola viruses. Based on the viral feature and the efficacy for Zika and Ebola viruses, AZM has been empirically used for treating COVID-19.

CAM is a unique macrolide antibiotic which has diverse effects as compared to other macrolides. It includes immunomodulatory and immunosuppressive effects, autophagy inhibition, steroid sparing effect, reversibility of drug resistance, antineoplastic effect, antiviral effect as well as bacteriostatic/bactericidal effect (LeBel, 1993; Culic et al., 2001; Kanoh & Rubin, 2010; Van Nuffel et al., 2015; Takemori et al., 2020). Thus far, we have investigated the effect of CAM on multiple myeloma. During that study, we noticed that CAM could also be applied for the treatment of COVID-19 (Takemori et al., 2020). It is well known that the antibacterial effect of macrolides, including CAM, is related to their ability to inhibit protein synthesis by binding to the subunit 50S of the bacterial ribosome (Poehlsgaard & Douthwaite, 2002). This protein synthesis inhibition by CAM is also involved in the suppression of coronavirus replication, which means that CAM can also be considered as an antiviral agent. In this article, we focused on the antiviral activity and immunomodulatory effect of CAM, and also emphasized on its usefulness in treating COVID-19.

**CAM Therapies for COVID-19 that have been reported to date**

An open-labeled non-randomized clinical trial using CAM for treating COVID-19 as a single agent (i.e., ACHIEVE) started in Greece in May, 2020. Just recently, the results, though preprint, were published in medRxiv (Tsiakos et al., 2020). Almost at the same time, Mansilla et al. (2020) started up the “Macrolides-Clarithromycin Task-Force for the Treatment and Prophylaxis of COVID-19 as a single agent”. The clinical trial (ACHIEVE): CAM monotherapy for COVID-19

The content of ACHIEVE is briefly summarized as follows.

Ninety COVID-19 patients of moderate severity having respiratory tract dysfunction were administered CAM 500 mg every 12 hours for 7 days. For comparison, 90 other patients of standard-of-care (SOC) propensity score-matched concurrent controls were given AZM plus HCQ. For patients with upper respiratory tract dysfunction, the composite endpoint was designated as: (a) not necessary for hospital readmission or (b) lack of progression into lower respiratory tract dysfunction. For patients with lower respiratory tract dysfunction, it was designated as having at least 50% decrease in respiratory symptoms score at the end-of-treatment (EOT) without progression into severe respiratory failure (SRF). As a secondary endpoint, the incidence of SRF at the test-of-cure (TOC) was set on day 14. For patients treated with CAM, viral load of SARS-CoV-2, biomarkers, mononuclear cells function, and safety were evaluated. The same parameters were also measured in SOC comparators. The primary endpoint was attained in 86.7% of patients treated with CAM (95% CIs; 78.1-92.2%) and 73.3% of concurrent SOC comparators (95% CIs; 63.4-81.4%). The odds ratio for primary endpoint with CAM treatment in univariate analysis was 2.36 (95% CIs 1.09-5.08; P: 0.039). Results were confirmed after multivariate stepwise logistic regression analysis (odds ratio 3.30; 95% CIs 1.10-9.87; P: 0.033). At the TOC visit, the incidence of SRF was 12.2% (n=11; 95% CIs 6.9-20.6%) among patients treated with CAM (odds ratio for SRF 0.38; 95% CIs 0.17-0.84) versus 26.7% (n=24; 95% CIs 18.6-36.6%) among concurrent SOC comparators (P: 0.023).

CAM use resulted in a decrease of circulating values of C-reactive protein, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and IL-6; an increase in the ratio of Th1 to Th2 mononuclear responses; as well as suppression of SARS-CoV-2 relative viral load. The single CAM treatment for COVID-19 was found to be significantly superior to the concurrent SOC comparators (AZM plus HCQ). No safety concerns were observed. Patients given CAM within the first five days from the manifestation of clinical sign onset showed better responses. In this trial, it is interesting to note that the viral load of SARS-CoV-2 in the nasopharynx of CAM-treated patients was significantly depressed on day 4 and day 8 after the initiation of CAM treatment. CAM was shown to suppress the constitutive E gene and the specific RdRp gene (for transcription of RdRp). CAM treatment also elicits early clinical improvement in patients with moderate COVID-19. Modulation of the Th1/Th2 responses has been proposed as a mechanism to attenuate the hyper-inflammatory reaction of the host, leading to the prevention of cytokine release syndrome (CRS). The results of the ACHIEVE trial clearly show that CAM treatment in patients with moderate COVID-19 is associated with early clinical improvement and containment of viral load. This trial is the first study to show the anti-viral and anti-inflammatory impact of CAM on COVID-19.

**Macrolide-CAM Task-Force for the treatment and prophylaxis of COVID-19 as a single agent**

Mansilla et al. (2020) in Argentina started the project in May, 2020, “Macrolides-CAM Task-Force for the treatment and prophylaxis of COVID-19 as a single agent”. After extensively reviewing the literature on macrolides for treating COVID-19 and assessing the general mechanism of action of macrolides, they suggested that CAM is not only an antibacterial agent but also has a strong immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory and anti-viral mode of action. According to Mansilla et al. (2020) CAM treatment as a single agent for COVID-19 would be much simpler, safer and cheaper than giving CQ or HCQ alone or in combination with AZM. Furthermore, since the drug could be immediately available in the world, CAM treatment can reduce the number of patients with severe symptoms who need to be hospitalized in the intensive care units, especially if used as soon as the first symptoms appear or even at the confirmation of infection in asymptomatic patients. It would help to reduce the high mortality rate related with the disease. The Macrolide-CAM Task Force now welcomes all interested parties throughout the world to join in.
Clinical case studies which proved the efficacy of CAM for COVID-19

The number of clinical case studies which demonstrated the efficacy of CAM for COVID-19 is very low. These studies were combination treatments consisting of CAM and other drugs. Sawai et al. (2020) reported three cases of COVID-19 patients with interstitial pneumonia. These patients were successfully treated with oral CAM (200mg twice a day, for 1 week) combined with ciclesonide (Alvesco®) (inhalation of 800μg, once a day, for 2 weeks) and oral favipiravir (Avigan®) (1800 mg, twice a day for 1 week, subsequently followed by 800 mg, twice a day for day 2-14). However, no clinical trials consisting of CAM, ciclesonide and favipiravir have been tried later. In Colombia, Millán-Oñate et al. (2020) reported the recovery of a 34-year-old Columbian patient with COVID-19 pneumonia after being given CQ and intravenous administration of CAM. Excellent outcomes were also reported in Ecuador for 12 patients, who were treated with a combination of CAM, n-acetylcysteine and an antiviral nutraceutical (Viusid) (Ojeda Crespo et al., 2020). These case studies seem to indicate that CAM might be a potent candidate drug worth evaluating for the treatment of COVID-19.

Mechanism of Inhibitive Actions of CAM on SARS-CoV-2

1) The direct inhibition of CAM on SARS-CoV-2 replication

It should be noted that the mode of replication of SARS-CoV-2 is unique because it represents a positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus. Its replication process seems somewhat complicated as shown in Figure 1. After the entry of SARS-CoV-2 via angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor into the host cytoplasm, the release of viral g-RNA occurs. Subsequently, open reading frame (ORF)1a and ORF1b are translated to produce polyproteins 1a (pp1a) and pp1ab, with the assistance of host ribosomes. These polyproteins are cleaved into 16 mature nonstructural proteins (nsp1-nsp16) by viral proteases. The nsp12 represents RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). Viral genomic replication and subgenomic (structural) transcription (transcription for nucleocapsid, spike, membrane and envelope) occur within the replication-transcription complex (RTC) using RdRp. Translation of viral structural proteins (i.e., spike, membrane and envelope proteins) takes place at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane. Then, the nucleocapsid (i.e., replicated viral genome and nucleocapsid protein) combines with structural proteins (i.e., spike, envelope and membrane structural proteins) in the Golgi complex. Finally, mature virions formed inside Golgi vesicles are released via exocytosis to the outside of the cell (Alanagreh et al., 2020).

Macrolides including CAM, EM and AZM can bind to the 23S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) component of the 50S ribosome and interfere with the assembly of 50S subunits. These macrolides prevent elongation of polypeptide chain at the transpeptidation step of synthesis by blocking the 50S polypeptide export tunnel (Sigma-Aldrich, 2006). Elongation of polypeptide chain is prematurely terminated after a small peptide has been formed but cannot move past the macrolide roadblock (Sigma-Aldrich, 2006; Sohmen et al., 2009). This will lead to the inhibition of peptide chain elongation and hinder the production of RdRp, resulting in the inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 replication. This mechanism seems to be an important process for the viral containment.

Figure 1. Entry, replication and maturation process of SARS-CoV-2. Abbreviations: ACE2R, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 receptor; ORF, open reading frame; RTC, replication-transcription complex; RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase; nsp, non-structural protein. [A modified schema, cited from Alanagreh et al., 2020].
2) Structure-based drug selection
Anti-viral drugs include inhibitors against viral protease, integrase and polymerase enzymes. These inhibitors appear to be effective in terms of blocking virus replication and may prove to be a promising treatment for COVID-19. Recently, Dayer (2020) performed docking experiments using COVID-19 EC 3.4.2 protease with 305 amino acid residues which is comparable to SARS protease with 305 residues. They selected drugs from 9 HIV-1 protease inhibitors and 21 candidates from anti-bromchitis drugs based on their chemical structures as ligands. The binding capacity and the inhibitory potency of the candidate drugs are as follows: Tipranavir > indinavir > atazanavir > darunavir > ritonavir > ampranavir for HIV-1 protease inhibitors and cedetiron > cefixime > EM > CAM for anti-bronchitis medicines. Based on the above data, CAM, though less potent, seems to have anti-SARS-CoV-2 effect by blocking the viral protease (Figure 1).

3) Increased in pH of trans-Golgi network by CAM may lead to inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 binding to glycosylated ACE2 receptor
Poschet et al. (2020) found that in primary cystic fibrosis (CF), the bronchial epithelial cells of CF treated with AZM led to an increase in the pH of trans-Golgi network from 6.1 ± 0.2 to 6.7 ± 0.1 at a concentration of 100 μM for 1 hour, or 1 μM for 48 hours. Treatment of the same cells with AZM 100 μM for 1 hour increased the pH of the recycling endosome from 6.1±0.1 to 6.7±0.2. Both the trans-Golgi network and recycling endosome are known to play important roles in the packaging of proteins into vesicles that are destined for secretion. In COVID-19 infection, this packaging process is important to facilitate viral replication and spread. Altering the pH of these organelles may interfere with these intracellular viral activities. In addition, the raised pH of the trans-Golgi network may alter glycosylation of ACE2 receptor. Alteration of glycosylation of the receptor may lead to the inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 binding to the host cells (Gbinigie & Frie, 2020). Being quite similar to AZM, CAM is known to increase pH in endosome and reduce nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) protein in seasonal influenza (INF) infection. Yamaya et al. (2010) reported that CAM can reduce the expression of sialogic acids with an α2,6 linkage (Sαxα, 26Gal) partly through the inhibition of nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB), and increasing the pH in endosome of the airway epithelial cells. Thus, CAM might also interfere with these intracellular viral activities of SARS-CoV-2 through these mechanisms.

4) Induction of secretary-IgA (SIgA) class-switching recombination (CSR) by CAM
The dimeric IgA is called secretory IgA (SIgA), which is a polymer consisting of two IgA monomers, a J chain and a glycoprotein called the secretory component (SC). It represents the main immunoglobulin found in tears, saliva, sweat, colostrum and secretions from the gastrointestinal tract, genito-urinary tract, prostate and respiratory epithelium. S-IgA is considered an important first line of defense against many invading pathogens including viruses. Shinahara et al. (2013) treated 195 INF-A virus infected children with oseltamivir (OSV) and zanamivir (ZNV) with or without CAM. They observed that the combination of CAM plus OSV or ZNV boosted and restored the production of antigen-specific mucosal IgA and systemic IgG. Takahashi et al. (2012) examined the effects of CAM on S-IgA immune responses by using INF-A virus (H1N1)-infected mice treated with or without OSV. They demonstrated that CAM enhanced S-IgA production and neutralizing activities through the induction of IgA CSR and upregulation of the expression of B-cell activating factor of TNF family (BAFF) molecules in mucosal dendritic cells in INF-A virus infected mice. Thus, the possibility of antiviral effects of CAM through antigen-specific S-IgA via CSR was suggested. It is probable that the same effect of CAM will occur in COVID-19 infection.

5) Immunomodulatory and immunosuppressive effects
Data accumulated to date suggested that many COVID-19 patients died due to an excessive response of their immune system. This has been characterized by the abnormal release of circulating cytokines including IL-1β, IL-6, IL-12, IL-18, TNF-α, TGF-β, GM-CSF, interferon-γ (IFN-γ) and various chemokines (e.g., IL-8, monocyte chemotactic factor [MCP-1] and IFN-γ inducible protein [IP-10]) (Mangalmurti & Hunter, 2020; Moor & June, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020). This phenomenon is referred to as CRS or cytokine storm (Mangalmurti & Hunter, 2020; Moor & June, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020). In particular, a crucial role seems to be played by IL-6, TNF-α and IL-1. CRS has been attributed as a major factor in the deterioration of COVID-19 patients with pneumonia into acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), that cumulates in systemic inflammation and multiorgan failure (Takahashi et al., 2012). CAM is also known to be effective for treating organizing pneumonia (Pathak et al., 2014). Cai et al. (2013) investigated whether alveolar macrophages produce aberrant pro-inflammatory cytokines in bronchiolitis obliterans organizing pneumonia (BOOP) and whether this can be inhibited by CAM or AZM. They demonstrated that spontaneous and lipopolysaccharide-stimulated alveolar macrophages from patients with BOOP showed an increase in the production of TNF-α, soluble TNF receptor 1 (TNFR1) and TNFR2, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IFN-γ-inducible protein (IP-10) and CC chemokine ligand 18 (CCL18). CAM and AZM induced a dose-dependent suppression of spontaneous TNF-α, sTNFR1, sTNFR2, IL-6, IL-8 and CCL18 production. CAM also inhibited the IL-1β production. CAM and AZM significantly and dose-dependently attenuated the LPS-stimulated production of sTNFR1, sTNFR2, IL-8 and CCL18. CAM also inhibited the LPS-stimulated TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-10 production. Čulić et al. (2001) reported that CAM can inhibit IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, TGF-β and RANTES (regulated upon activation, normal T-cell expressed and secreted). CAM has been reported to suppress almost all cytokines and chemokines involved in CRS. Considering its pleiotropic immuno-modulatory and anti-inflammatory effects, CAM might play a very important role in the treatment of COVID-19. It should be noted that CAM represents a potent inhibitor of IL-6, TNF-α and IL-1, which are the three major cytokines responsible for inflammation (Takemori et al., 2020).

6) Anti-mast cell effect of CAM through inhibiting degranulation of MAST cell granules
Recently, Kazama et al. reported that anti-allergic drugs (olopatadine, ketotifen), CAM and corticosteroids (hydrocortisone, dexamethasone) can inhibit the degranulation of mast cell granules, and this plays an important role in stabilizing the mast cells (Kazama et al., 2016; Kazama, 2020). Besides T-lymphocytes and macrophages, recent studies additionally indicated a large contribution of mast cells to the pathogenesis of cytokine storm triggered by SARS-CoV-2. Once activated by the SARS-CoV-2, mast cells that reside in the respiratory mucous membrane produce and secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, TNF-α in addition to their exocytotic release of chemokines (Kazama et al., 2016). Several studies revealed that mast cells directly facilitate the progression of pulmonary fibrosis by the
exocytotic release of mast cell granules which contain mast cell mediated-trypaetase. This trypaetase is a trypsin-like serine protease and plays the role of a potent mitogen as a fibroblast growth factor (FGF) (Ruoss et al., 1991; Bagher et al., 2018). In addition, fibroblasts are known to express protease activated receptor 2 (PAR2) that may be activated by trypaetase (Bagher et al., 2018) (Figure 2).

Regardless of the severity of COVID-19, a high proportion of the patients had to struggle with persistent respiratory or systemic symptoms after recovery. This is called “post-COVID syndrome” in which pulmonary fibrosis is one of the pathogenic manifestations. COVID-19 pneumonia is an interstitial pulmonary pneumonia characterized by the proliferation of fibroblasts, excessive deposition of collagen and extracellular matrix. Mast cells directly facilitate the progression of pulmonary fibrosis via exocytic release of trypaetase. It should be noted that CAM has an ability to potently inhibit the degranulation of mast cell.

**Recommended Agents Combined with CAM**

1) **Ciclesonide (Alvesco®)**

Matsuyama et al. (2021) examined 92 steroid compounds chosen from the Prestwick Chemical Library to assess their inhibitory effects on the cytopathological changes induced by betacoronaviruses, which include MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. They assayed the test compounds in SARS-CoV-2 infected VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells, by quantifying the viral RNA using in real-time PCR. Moreover, they also assayed the viral load in Vero cells treated with steroid compounds followed by infection with MERS-CoV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1 and then incubated for 3 days. Of the 92 steroid compounds examined, ciclesonide exhibited not only low cytotoxicity but also potent suppression of the replication of MERS-CoV as well as SARS-CoV-2. To date, no inhalable steroid other than ciclesonide has been found to have antiviral effect against COVID-19. Generally, steroid treatment for COVID-19 is not recommended due to the possibility of prolonged viremia and complications such as diabetes, but systemic administrations of hydrocortisone, methylprednisolone, dexamethasone and prednisolone are still being considered (Iwabuchi et al., 2020).

Ciclesonide is an inhalant prodrug that stays on the lung surface with only little diffusion into the blood vessels. Clinically, ciclesonide is used as an inhalant for treating asthma. Recently, its possible efficacy for COVID-19 was suggested at the “Emergency Expansion Meeting on New Coronavirus Infections” held on February 19, 2020. The suppressive effect of ciclesonide on viral replication is specific to coronaviruses, highlighting it as a candidate drug for the treatment of COVID-19. Based on this suggestion, Iwabuchi et al. (2021) treated three patients having mild to moderate COVID-19 with ciclesonide and obtained favorable results. The mechanism by which ciclesonide plays an important role in improving COVID-19 pneumonia is thought to be its anti-PAK-1 effect. According to Salvi (2020), PAK-1 (RAC/CDC42-activated kinase 1) is a major pathogenic serine-threonine kinase that is widely associated with a variety of diseases such as cancers, inflammation, viral infection, immunosuppression and aging. PAK-1 is known to be activated by different viruses, including SARS-CoV-2. PAK-1 not only enhances viral replication, but also releases key

---

**Figure 2.** Mast cells in the development of pulmonary fibrosis and inhibitory effect of CAM on mast cell degranulation. SARS-CoV-2 infection causes mast cell degranulation and releases mast cell trypaetase contained in the granules. Tryptaetase activates PAR-2, and causes fibroblast migration and proliferation, leading to development of fibrosis and post-COVID syndrome. CAM inhibits degranulation of mast cells.

Figure 3. Possible mechanisms of action of ciclesonide in COVID-19 through inhibiting PAK-1. Abbreviations: CK-2, casein kinase 2; PAK-1, RAC/CDC42-activated kinase-1 (A modified schema cited from Salvi, 2021).

inflammatory mediators that cause lung damage, and it switches off the cell-mediated immunity so that antiviral antibody production is inhibited (Figure 3). PAK-1 inhibitors have therefore been suggested to have a potent role in the management of COVID-19. Some of the well-known PAK-1 inhibitors include propolis, melatonin, HCQ, ivermectin, and ketorolac. Ciclesonide has recently been shown to possess PAK-1 inhibiting properties (Maruta & He, 2020). Thus, the effects exerted by ciclesonide might be through its inhibitory effect on PAK-1.

In Japan, ciclesonide has frequently been combined with favipiravir for treating COVID-19. However, the evaluation of its therapeutic result still remains in the realm of discussion. Based on this scientific evidence, the combination treatment consisting of CAM and ciclesonide for patients with slight respiratory symptoms might be effective.

2) Favipiravir (Avigan®)
Favipiravir is an antiviral drug used to treat influenza in Japan. It is, however, only indicated for novel influenza (strains that cause more severe disease) rather than seasonal influenza. There are evidences that its use during pregnancy may result in harm to the baby. Teratogenic and embryotoxic effects had been shown experimentally (Jin et al., 2013; Hayden & Shindo, 2019). The mechanism of its antiviral action is thought to be related to the selective inhibition of viral RdRp (Jin et al., 2013; Hayden & Shindo, 2019). Favipiravir is a prodrug that is metabolized to its active form, favipiravir-ribofranosyl-5’-triphosphate which functions as a nucleotide analogue to selectively inhibit RdRp of the influenza virus. It mimics both guanosine and adenosine (Jin et al., 2013). Incorporating two such bases in a row stops primer extension leading to a blockage of RNA synthesis. A prospective open-label multicenter trial involving adult patients with COVID-19 was conducted from February to March, 2020 in China. In that trial, favipiravir was compared with umifenovir (Arbidol, used as an antiviral drug to treat influenza in Russia) with respect to the time to relief for pyrexia, cough and other secondary outcomes. It was observed that favipiravir did not significantly improve the clinical recovery rate. However, favipiravir significantly shortened the duration to relief for pyrexia and coughing (Chen et al., 2020).

In Japan, favipiravir has not been authorized as a treatment for COVID-19. Nevertheless, a combination treatment consisting of CAM, ciclesonide and favipiravir for patients with severe respiratory syndrome such as ARDS might be effective. In fact, Sawai et al. succeeded in treating COVID-19 interstitial pneumonia with CAM, ciclesonide and favipiravir (Sawai et al., 2020).

3) Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ)/chloroquine (CQ) plus azithromycin (AZM)
HCQ and CQ are 4-aminochloroquine drugs developed in the mid-20th century for the treatment of malaria (Ben-Zvi et al., 2012). HCQ is considered to be a class equivalent to CQ. Both drugs have been used in the treatment of autoimmune diseases because of their immunomodulatory effects on several cytokines, including IL-4 and IL-6. There are some evidences that these drugs also have antiviral properties against many different viruses, including coronavirus (Ben-Zvi et al., 2012). In addition, AZM, widely used as an antibacterial agent, has also been shown to possess in vitro antiviral activity against a variety of ribonucleic acid viruses (Gielen et al., 2010; Dyall et al., 2014; Li et al., 2019).

Based on this evidence, in March 2020, Gautret et al. (2020) first conducted an open-labeled non-randomized clinical trial applying HCQ and AZM as a treatment of COVID-19. They reported that despite its small sample size, HCQ treatment was significantly associated with viral load
reduction/disappearance in COVID-19 patients and this effect was reinforced by AZM. However, a study from another French group failed to replicate the favorable results of the clinical trial that was carried out in Marseille, France (Molina et al., 2020). From 13 April 2020 to 1 August 2020, the Qatar Prospective RCT of Expediting Coronavirus Tapering (Q-PROTECT) was carried out to assess the cure rate of HCQ with or without AZM in cases of low-acuity COVID-19. However, the Q-PROTECT findings showed no favorable effect of HCQ with or without AZM in mild or asymptomatic patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection (Omrani et al., 2020). The authors concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support HCQ as a useful drug for COVID-19. In this connection, Cavalcanti et al. (2020) conducted a multicenter, randomized, open-label, three-group (HCQ, HCQ plus AZM and SOC) controlled clinical trial (COALITION COVID-19 Brazil Investigators) in hospitalized patients with mild-to-moderate COVID-19. Among these hospitalized patients, the use of HCQ alone or HCQ with AZM did not improve their clinical status as compared with SOC. The same group of investigators performed an open-labeled, randomized clinical trial (COALITION II trial) at 57 centers in Brazil (Furtado et al., 2020). Patients were allocated to treatments with AZM plus SOC (a regimen that included HCQ) (n=214) or SOC without AZM (n=183). The results showed that adding AZM to SOC did not result in clinical improvement or mortality reduction in patients admitted to hospital with severe COVID-19. Both COALITION trials only showed evidence for the safety of AZM. The available guidelines (FDA, 2020b; Singh et al., 2021) Furthermore, RECOVERY (Randomized Evaluation of COVID-19 Therapy carried out from April to December, 2020) assessed the AZM monotherapy effect against patients admitted to hospital with COVID-19 (RECOVERY Collaborative Group, 2021a). The results showed that AZM did not improve the survival or other presupposed clinical outcomes. RECOVERY Collaborative Group concluded that AZM use in patients admitted to hospital with COVID-19 should be restricted to those in whom there is a need for clear antimicrobial indication. The IDSA (infectious disease society of America) guideline panel recommended HCQ/CQ plus AZM only in the context of a clinical trial (Bhimraj et al., 2020). Nevertheless, in some countries, the treatments for COVID-19 with AZM combined with HCQ or CQ have been continued. Until now, no large scale clinical trials using CAM combined with HCQ or CQ have been done. Only clinical case report using CAM and CQ in treating COVID-19 has been documented thus far (Mansilla et al., 2020). Further large scale meticulous clinical trials should be expected.

Comparison of CAM versus AZM in the Treatment of COVID-19
Zimmermann et al. (2018) reviewed the immunomodulatory effects of macrolides including CAM and AZM. The most frequently reported outcomes of the macrolides were a decrease in the number of neutrophils, and the increased concentration of neutrophil elastase, IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-β, eosiophilia cationic protein, and matrix metalloproteinase 9. A decrease in T helper 2 (Th2) cell cytokines (eg, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6) was reported more frequently than that of Th1 cytokines (eg, IL-2, IFN-γ). Basic patterns of the effects of CAM and AZM on immunological markers seem to be almost similar (LeBel, 1993). In contrast to AZM, CAM has diverse effects (LeBel, 1993; Ćulić, 2001; Kanoh & Rubin, 2010; Van Nuffel et al., 2015; Takemori et al., 2020) and is more effective in suppressing cytokine production than AZM (Pathak et al., 2014). AZM is pharmacologically very similar to CAM, but, according to our clinical experience and scientific literature, CAM as an antiviral, anti-inflammatory and/or immunomodulatory drug seems to be much better (Mansilla et al., 2020). AZM has longer half-lives and unique penetration as compared to CAM. Generally, AZM is used for short-course-administration (500 mg on day 1, followed by 250 mg/day on day 2 through 5). On the other hand, CAM is usually used for 7-14 day course (250 mg twice daily for 7-14 days). Considering that the COVID-19 runs protracted clinical course, the short-course administration of AZM seems somewhat inappropriate for controlling this disease, whereas CAM seems more suitable than AZM.

Possible Effectiveness of CAM on SARS-CoV-2 Variants
SARS-CoV-2 is a positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus. This means that frequent replication errors will occur during the infection process because of the insufficient RNA repair system pertinent to the positive-sense single-stranded RNA viruses. Considering the antiviral and immunomodulatory effects of CAM, it seems likely that CAM will also be effective for the variant types of COVID-19.

Adverse effects of CAM
The common adverse effects of CAM are diarrhea, nausea, abnormal taste, dyspepsia, abdominal pain/discomfort, headache, insomnia, tooth discoloration, smell loss and taste loss, liver dysfunction, somnolence, confusion, allergic reactions ranging from urticaria and mild skin eruptions to anaphylaxis, Steven-Johnson syndrome and toxic epidermal necrosis, (LeBel, 1993; Ćulić, 2001; Kanoh & Rubin, 2010; FDA, 2015; Van Nuffel et al., 2015; Takemori et al., 2020). Most of these adverse effects are usually mild in intensity and resolve after the discontinuation of treatment. In our experience, though rare in frequency, severe liver dysfunction (drug-induced hepatitis caused by CAM) occurred within 1 week after the initiation of CAM administration. Thus, regular liver function tests of once a week should be done at least for one month. If any dysfunctional parameter is detected, CAM administration should be discontinued immediately. Furthermore, administration of CAM is also known to prolong QT interval in the ECG. Rarely, it can lead to fatal ventricular arrhythmias, including ventricular tachycardia and torsades de pointes (Owens Jr & Nolin, 2006). Thus, CAM therapy is not recommended for patients with a history of arrhythmia and QT prolongation. Since CYP3A4 is inhibited by CAM, co-administration of CAM with drugs metabolized by CYP3A4 should be done carefully (Takemori et al., 2020). In our clinical experience, we have used CAM 200-400 mg, twice a day for 3-4 weeks for treating patients with multiple myeloma, Hodgkin’s lymphoma and sarcoidosis (Takemori et al., 2020). No severe adverse effects have been observed thus far except for a rare occurrence of drug-induced hepatitis.

Economical Merits, Widespread Availability of CAM
Widespread availability of generic versions and the low price of CAM made it an attractive option for COVID-19 treatment as it could reduce the cost of treatment. CAM treatment as a single agent could be much more simple, safer and cheaper than giving CQ or HCQ alone or in combination with AZM as well as other therapeutic options. It would help to reduce the high mortality rate associated with the disease and enhance the inactivation of the viral load probably regardless of the virus variant types.
CONCLUSION

In this article, the antiviral effect of CAM on SARS-CoV-2 and its immunomodulatory effect in COVID-19 treatment were discussed and emphasized. The recent ACHIEVE clinical trial (Tsiakos et al., 2020) has demonstrated that CAM monotherapy in patients with moderate COVID-19 can achieve early clinical improvement and reduction of viral load. This trial is the first systematic report demonstrating the effectiveness and usefulness of CAM in treating COVID-19. Based on the pharmacological and immunological mechanisms of CAM, treatment with CAM alone or CAM in combination with other drugs such as ciclesonide and favipiravir might be promising and open the possibility of an international strategy in the fight against COVID-19.
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ACE2: Angiotensin-converting enzyme2; ARDS: Acute respiratory distress syndrome; AZM: Azithromycin; BAFF: B-cell activating factor of TNF family; BOOP: Bronchiolitis obliterans organizing pneumonia; CAM: Clarithromycin; CCL18: Chemokine (c-c motif) ligand 18; CF: Cystic fibrosis; CI: Confidential interval; CK 2: Casein kinase 2; COVID-19: Coronavirus disease 2019; CQ: Chloroquine; CRS: Cytokine release syndrome; CSR: Class-switch recombination; CYP3A4: Cytochrome P450 3A4; ECG: Electrocardiogram; EM: Erythromycin; EOT: End-of-treatment; ER: Endoplasmic reticulum; FDA: Food and Drug Administration; FGF: Fibroblast growth factor; HCV: Hepatitis C virus; ID: Interferon; IFN: Interferon; IP-10: Interferon-γ inducible protein (CXCL10); JAK: Janus kinase; MCP-1: Monocyte chemotactic protein-1; MOI: Multiplicity of infection; NF-kB: Nuclear factor-kb; nsp: Nonstructural protein; OSV: Oseltamivir; ORF: Open reading frame; PAR-2: Protease activated receptor 2; pp: Polypeptide; RANTES: Regulated upon activation, normal T-cell expressed and secreted; RCT: Randomized controlled trial; RdRp: RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase; rRNA: Ribosomal RNA; RTD: Replication-transcription complex; SARS: Severe acute respiratory syndrome; SARS-CoV-2: Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; SOC: Standard of care; SERF: Severe respiratory failure; TGF-β: Transforming growth factor-β; Th2: T helper 2; TMPPRSS2: Transmembrane protease, serine 2; TNF-α: Tumor necrosis factor-α; TOC: Test-of-cure; WHO: World Health Organization; ZNV: Zanamivir.
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